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left arme, Ms head crowned with roses and marjoram,
in his right hand a torch of pine-tree.*
There is no dramatic necessity for this masque*
business; the appearance of Hymen is completely
unexpected, seeing that what we have been led to
anticipate is a magician (5. 2. 58-68; 5. 4. 31—4);
Hymen's words, whether spoken or sung, do not seem
to us in the least Shakespearian; and they might all be
omitted without loss to the context. In a word we regard
the masque as a non-Shakespearian interpolation,
probably added to the text in the reign of James I, when
masques were very fashionable, in order to deck out
the play for a wedding. Indeed, we think it likely that
11. 105-47 represent a page of MS written by the
reviser to take the place of a magician-episode of the
original* The octosyllabic couplets and the other
rhyming couplets remind us, in their obscurity and
tortuousness, of the verse of a similar kind in Meas.,
which we attributed to a non-Shakespearian hand.
Cf. Mtas. pp. iio-ix.
105. Then is there mirth etc. F. heads this simply
* Hymen'; but the S.D. 'Still Muficke* and the metrical
scheme of the verse obviously suggest a song. The fact
that Amiens is given an entry at the head of the scene ia
F. but has nothing to say or sing in the received text
suggests that his original part was cut by the reviser ia
order that the actor who played him might come on as
Hymen.
in. herhand(Fj) F. 'his hand*
 112.	her bosom (Malone)   F. 'his bofome* Edd.
who adopt 'her' in 1. in hesitate to make the same
change here.   If 'his bosom' be retained then the
antecedent to * whose* must be 'her hand' which is
awkward. Malone's change removes all difficulty.
 113.	yours. So F.
127. If truth holds true contents The only point of this
feeble line'seemsto bethatitprovidesarhymefor 'events/

